
Gano Street Project Scope Refinements  
 

In order to fund the increased cost of the Providence Pedestrian Bridge, RIDOT made efforts to refine the 
Gano Street Project scope and reduce its costs by $1.9M, from $2.9M to $1.0M.  This $1.9 million savings is 
being used to offset the Providence Pedestrian Bridge project bids coming in higher than expected.  While the 
costs may be reduced, the new scope provides a more efficient, safer and environmentally friendly result.   
Further, RIDOT will accelerate the design of the revised project in order to put the project out to bid for 
construction next year.   
 

• Safety – The revised project scope maintains the existing geometry of the left hand turn at the park 
entrance (see map).   While this is a change from the original scope, the existing geometry does act as a 
traffic calming measure, reducing travel speeds into the park. 

 

• Aesthetics/Landscaping - The refined Gano Street plan will maintain significant landscaping and paving 
aspects of the original plan, including resurfacing and restriping of the pavement under the bridge and 
along Gano Street (see attached map GREY HASH).  The new paving will significantly enhance the ride-
ability and appearance of Gano Street.  The sidewalk area would be replaced with a new multi-use paved 
path (RED) and sharrows (SPECKLED AREA) would be added to the area between the end of Gano Street 
and the bike path entrance.   The scope includes landscaping in the infield area.   The area under the 
bridge will be addressed with gravel and rip rap similar to that used in other parts of the park.    
 

• Bike Path - The original proposal included new parking lots.  In its place, the new plan provides increased 
bike access as a means of encouraging alternative means of transportation to the park rather than 
encouraging people to drive.  Further, RIDOT provided over 150 parking spaces as part of its ferry initiative 
at the former Shooter’s site this past summer and only half of the spaces were used – even when the 
vessel was sold out.    Many ferry patrons walked or biked to the terminal meaning there is already excess 
parking capacity for India Point most days.   An additional benefit of building bike paths in place of parking 
lots is that the new plan will connect four parks into a seamless bikeway, including India Point Park, the 
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The refined Gano Street plan is consistent with past and current efforts to link bike paths in this area.   
Upon its arrival in spring 2015, the new RIDOT leadership team directed that the bike path on the George 
A. Redman Linear Park be expanded to connect to the tunnel under India Street.  This was not included in 
the original George A. Redman Linear park bike path design which would have required all bikers to use 
the switch-back ramp.  Realizing the inefficiency of that approach, the new RIDOT administration 
accelerated the connection from the Redman Park to the tunnel under India Street.   The new RIDOT 
leadership team also prioritized Bike Path Segment 1A, which is currently under construction.    
 

The refined Gano Street project provides the missing link (see RED on map) between Bike Path Segment 1A 
(ORANGE) and the George A. Redman Park extension (LIGHT BLUE).   With this seamless bike path, park 
patrons will have a new, dedicated off-road bike path that will encourage alternative means of 
transportation.  Importantly, the plan does not preclude future parking lot construction in the area under 
the bridge.  The area could be used for alternative uses.  The city of Providence has recently highlighted 
some innovative means of reusing areas under highways. 
 

In summary, the refined Gano Street project would reduce the cost of the original Gano Street project by 
$1.9M to allow the Providence Pedestrian Bridge to move forward while still: 

• Resurfacing the street; 
• Maintaining the traffic calming effect of the current alignment; 
• Connecting four parks and two bike paths; 
• All while improving the aesthetics at the park entrance.    

The project will be advertised for construction next year.  



Original Gano Street Plan ($2.9 M) 

 
 
 
Refined Gano Street Plan ($1 M) 
 

  


